Recently, use of various position base servicesthat collect position information for moving object and utilize in real life is increasing by the development of wireless network technology. Accordingly, new index structures are required to efficiently retrieve the consecutive positions of moving objects. This paper addresses an improved trajectory split algorithm for the purpose of efficiently supporting spatio-temporal range queries using index structures that use Minimum Bounding Rectangles(MBR) as trajectory approximations. We consider volume of Extended Minimum Bounding Rectangles (EMBR) to be determined by average size of range queries. Also, Use a priority queue to speed up our process. This algorithm gives in general sub-optimal solutions with respect to search space. Our improved trajectory split algorithm is going to derive minimizing volume of EMBRs better than previously proposed split algorithm.
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Output: A set of MBRs that cover the trajectory.
Compute sum of EMBRs volume such that following holds:
2) Select minimal sum of EMBRs volume [정리 2] Algorithm-2의 시간 복잡도는 ( log ) O n n 이다. 
증명.
1)에서 전체 분할 MBR집합을 만들기 위한 연산 횟수는
